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This link will take you to the Eduphoria ZenDesk Help page for all things Aware.

https://support.eduphoria.net/hc/en-us/categories/200094140-Aware


     Open Eduphoria by clicking on the “For Staff” tab on the Edna ISD website.

   Use your school email address & the password you have created and click “Sign 
In.”

Where to find Eduphoria!



Click on “Aware”

Look for  “Author” 

Finding Aware & the Author Option



At the Top:  Click on New Assessment  

Creates a completely new test with questions and 
answer choices, from “scratch”

Creates a new test by copying a test that already 
exists

Creates a new test with no questions - just an 
answer key that you must create   

-Allows you to upload large files that contain tests 
created outside of Eduphoria
   Supports these file types:  

Authoring an Assessment

You will not need to use the
“Create New Student Inventory 

Assessment”



Under Create an Assessment:  Click on Create Standard Assessment  

Authoring an Assessment

Type in the name of the test

Title of Tests

Test title should be:
Your last name, Semester, Year, Test Name
                        (Fall/Spring)
Example: Socha, Fall, 2023, Unit 2 Exam



Authoring an Assessment

For “Subject”, click on 
the dropdown arrow 

&
select a subject from 
the choices provided

After selecting the 
subject, choose your 
grade level from the  

“Grade Level” 
dropdown.



**Core Content/STAAR Teachers**
Once, cut points are released from TEA, 

set summative assessment 
Approaching, 

Meets, & Masters
percentages to 
match those.  

Authoring an Assessment

The default for 
approaching, meets, 

and masters are 
70%, 80%, & 90%.

However, 
you can select 

different percentages 
for Approaching,  

Meets, & Masters.



Authoring an Assessment

After setting percentages for approaching, meets, 
and masters, you will select the Test Type.

For “Test Type” choose 
either Unit Assessments 

(given at the end of a unit 
or a 6 weeks) 

or 
Benchmarks 

(for true benchmark 
exams). 

**DO NOT SELECT 
TEACHER TEST or 

TEACHER FORMATIVE 
ASSESSMENTS!**



*Unit Assessments =  
Test covering the TEKS 
that were taught within 
a specific unit of  learning

*Benchmarks =
Assessments that test all 
or the majority of TEKS 
to be taught in a specific 
course  

Authoring an Assessment: Unit Assessment v. Benchmark



-Click “ADD A COURSE”
-Select your campus by clicking the “+” button

-Then, select either your grade level or subject

Authoring an Assessment



-From there, you will 
select the specific 

class you are creating 
a test for

Authoring an Assessment



Authoring an Assessment

-Based on your settings 
in Eduphoria, your 
campus will automatically 
show up under 
“Associated Campuses”-Once all of the required information has been selected, 

the “Generate Test” button will become active so that you 
can create your test. 



Authoring an Assessment -You will be taken to the create items 
screen so that you can create your test. 

Traditional MC 
Questions

STAAR New 
Item Type:
-Can select 

more than one 
answer-

Answer =
A Number

Can be an ECR 
or a SCR 
-MUST be 

teacher graded-

-Click on one of the question types to begin 
adding questions to your assessment. 

Add a reading 
selection, an image, 
a chart, etc. to tie 
question(s) to a 
specific resource. 

STAAR New 
Item Types

Pre-Created Questions that can be 
searched for by TEKS.



Adding a Multiple Choice Item

-To add a multiple choice item, click 

    -On the screen that appears next, 
click “Primary Standard” to add the 
TEKS to the question.

    -You can also add a second TEKS by 
clicking “Secondary Standard”. 

    -Once the TEKS is/are added, you can write your question by 
typing where it says “Enter Question Text.”



-You can either type in your own 
question by selecting “Add Item”

OR
You can search an item bank of 

questions by clicking “Search Item 
Bank” 

Adding a Multiple Choice Item

      -When typing a question, there are 
several options and tools that Eduphoria 
gives you.

More info on math 
tools is found on Slide 23



-You can either type in your own 
question by selecting “Add Item”

OR
You can search an item bank of 

questions by clicking “Search Item 
Bank” 

Adding a Multiple Choice Item
     -Once you have completed the question and possible answer choices, 
you can select the Depth of Knowledge by using the drop down in the 
upper right of the screen. 

There is more information about DOK on the next slide. 
**In 

addition, if 
students 

will need a 
ruler to 

answer the 
question, 
you can 
turn on 

the toggle 
next to 
ruler.**  

     -Once you are completely done 
creating the question, click 
“CREATE” at the bottom right of the 
screen. 



-You can also select the Depth of Knowledge for your questions

-DOK1 = lowest level/recall
-DOK2 = skills & concepts with more than 1 step
-DOK3 = highest level/strategic thinking 

Depth of Knowledge

-To ensure that TEKS are being tested at the correct 
rigor, follow these guidelines when creating/adding 
questions to your tests:
 
-DOK 1 = 20 - 25% of the test questions 

-DOK 2 = 40 - 45% of the test questions

-DOK 3 = 30 - 35% of the test questions  



Adding a Multiple Choice Item

-After selecting “CREATE” you will go to a screen that shows 
the current design details of the assessment you are creating.  

-     Will let you edit a 
question as long as the 
test is still “Pending.”
-      Will allow you to 
duplicate the question.
-      Gives you an 
opportunity to see what 
the question will look like 
on students’ screens. 
-     Will let you attach 
the question to a 
resource. 
-     Allows you to delete 
a question. 



Adding a Multiple Selection Item

    -To add an additional question to 
your assessment, look for the       at 
the bottom of the screen below the 
question you just added.    -To add a multiple selection 

item, click “Multiple 
Selection” that appears in 
the pop-up after you click 

the



Adding a Multiple Selection Item

-To add a multiple choice item, click 

    -On the screen that appears next, 
click “Primary Standard” to add the 
TEKS to the question.

    -You can also add a second TEKS by 
clicking “Secondary Standard”. 

    -Once the TEKS is/are added, you can write your question by 
typing where it says “Enter Question Text.”

 -Follow the instructions for 
adding a multiple choice 
item.  (Slides 15 - 18).
However, with “Multiple 
Selection”, you can select 
more than one correct 

answer.



  Select whether you want a 
fixed (allows you to set the number 
of digits before and  after the 
decimal) or floating decimal 
(answer is not set with a certain 
number of digits before or after the 
decimal).
    Select if you want the 
answer to (possibly) have a 
negative value.

Adding a Numerical Response Item

    -Click “Primary Standard”  and 
“Secondary Standard” to add TEKS 
to the question.

More info. 
about DOK 
is found on 
Slide 18.

Type the correct answer below

   Click on the 
toggle next  to 

the ruler if 
you want 

students to be 
able to use a 
digital ruler.

A ruler will 
appear so 

that you can 
customize it. 

Click 
“CONFIGURE

” when you 
are done.     -Once you are completely done 

creating the question, click “CREATE” at 
the bottom right of the screen. 

The next slide will 

discuss usin
g specific 

mathematical symbols



Adding a Numerical Response Item

    Insert and customize a table 
in your question.

     Insert a special character in 
your question.

    Insert various mathematical 
symbols in your question. 



Adding a Constructed Response Item

Once you click to add a 
constructed response, this screen 
will appear.

     Select the TEKS that align 
with the question.

    Set the minimum and max 
score (FYI … Short Constructed 
Responses on STAAR have a max score of 
either 1 or 2 depending on content area). 

   Click this box so that a check 
appears. You MUST grade the 
constructed responses before any data will 
populate when students have completed 
testing.

      Set the DOK 

This is where you will type 
the test question.

Here you can type in a 
scoring rubric.

More info. 
about DOK 
is found on 
Slide 18.

Click CREATE once 
you are finished 

creating the 
constructed 

response question. 

Constructed Response Help Link

https://support.eduphoria.net/hc/en-us/articles/9709302938135-Constructed-Response


Adding a Resource 

Creating a Resource 
will allow you to include 

reading passages, charts, 
graphs, maps, images, etc. 
in your Eduphoria tests. 



Adding a Resource 

When you click “Resource” 
this screen will appear.

This option 
will let you 
insert a 
table.

This option 
will let you 
insert an 
image you 
have saved 
as a file.

Type in the title of 
the resource here.

You can copy and 
paste a resource 
text in this area.

*Important … if you 
copy and paste an 
image of text, then 
it will not have the 
capability to read 

the text to 
students.*

Once, you have created 
your resource, click 

“CREATE.”



Adding a Resource 

When you 
have cr

eated t
he 

reso
urce

 this sc
reen

 will 

appea
r.

To connect questions to 
the resource, click on

the        that is 
inside the resource box. 

This will allow the 
resource to appear next 
to the question on the 
online testing platform 

for students.         



Adding an Interactive/
New STAAR Item Type 

These item types will only 
work in the online version 

of the test. 
These CANNOT be added 

to a test you plan to 
print out and give to 

students.   



Adding an Interactive/
New STAAR Item Type 

This screen will appear 
when you select 

Interactive Item Type.

You can click learn more 
to see a sample of the 

item type, and the 
options available when 
creating an interactive 

question.

These are the
scoring options
available with 
interactive types.



Adding an Interactive/
New STAAR Item Type 

Hot Text

Click on each of the links 
below for instructions on 

creating interactive 
questions.  

Text Entry Inline Choice Drag-and-Drop Hot Spot Match Table Grid Number Line Fraction Model

Charting Basic Graphing Intermediate Graphing Inequality Graphing

Multipart Items Multiple Selection Constructed Response

Text Entry with 
Equation Editor

Interactive 
Item Types 

FAQs

Answers to 
Frequently Asked Questions 
for Interactive Item Types

https://support.eduphoria.net/hc/en-us/articles/1500010692382-Hot-Text
https://support.eduphoria.net/hc/en-us/articles/4403504231319-Text-Entry
https://support.eduphoria.net/hc/en-us/articles/4403488666775-Inline-Choice
https://support.eduphoria.net/hc/en-us/articles/4407084088855-Drag-and-Drop
https://support.eduphoria.net/hc/en-us/articles/4410492113559-Hot-Spot
https://support.eduphoria.net/hc/en-us/articles/4423844749335-Match-Table-Grid
https://support.eduphoria.net/hc/en-us/articles/4544724981783-Number-Line
https://support.eduphoria.net/hc/en-us/articles/4680545813143-Fraction-Model
https://support.eduphoria.net/hc/en-us/articles/5121262797591-Charting
https://support.eduphoria.net/hc/en-us/articles/5329777577495-Basic-Graphing
https://support.eduphoria.net/hc/en-us/articles/6272362675351-Intermediate-Graphing
https://support.eduphoria.net/hc/en-us/articles/8734684404375-Inequality-Graphing
https://support.eduphoria.net/hc/en-us/articles/8292747022359-Multipart
https://support.eduphoria.net/hc/en-us/articles/4406617484695-Multiple-Selection
https://support.eduphoria.net/hc/en-us/articles/9709302938135-Constructed-Response
https://support.eduphoria.net/hc/en-us/articles/8590359971095-Equation-Editor
https://support.eduphoria.net/hc/en-us/articles/8590359971095-Equation-Editor
https://support.eduphoria.net/hc/en-us/articles/1500011110741-Interactive-Item-Types-FAQs
https://support.eduphoria.net/hc/en-us/articles/1500011110741-Interactive-Item-Types-FAQs
https://support.eduphoria.net/hc/en-us/articles/1500011110741-Interactive-Item-Types-FAQs


Using the Item Bank

You can click on “Search 
Item Bank” to find 
questions based on 

specific TEKS.



Using the Item Bank

TEKS will appear based 
on the selections you 

made under the General 
Tab when you began 
creating the test.

Click on a TEKS to have 
question options appear.

Click the 
plus sign 
to add 

the 
question 
to your 
test.If you notice an 

error on a 
question, click 

the exclamation 
point to report 
it to Eduphoria.



Using the Item Bank

After you click the 
the question will appear 
in your “Question Cart” 
on the left-hand side of 

the screen. 

You can add multiple 
questions, and when you 

are finished selecting 
from the Item Bank, 
click  “Add to Test.”



The Questions Tab

Tracking Test Creation
(Total Questions, DOK, TEKS, Types of Questions) 

A Reminder … 
-To ensure that TEKS are being tested at the 
correct rigor, follow these guidelines when 
creating/adding questions to your tests:
 
-DOK1 = 20 - 25% of the test questions 
-DOK2 = 40 - 45% of the test questions
-DOK3 = 30 - 35% of the test questions  

As you are creating your test, 
Eduphoria will keep a running 

list of the number of questions, 
the number of questions for 
each DOK level , the TEKS 

being tested, and the types of 
questions that will appear on 

the test.



The Layout Tab

If there are NO 
interactive 

questions, you will 
be able to preview 
what the test will 

look like if it is 
printed out. 

If there are ANY 
interactive 

questions, you will 
NOT be able to 

preview the test. 



Test Key Tab 

Pencil Icon = Edit Question

Paperclip Icon = Link a 
Resource to a Question 

Trashcan Icon = Delete 
Question

Eduphoria  will 
show how many 

questions 
students need to 
get correct to be 

in the 3 
categories.

Item # = Number on Test

Correct Response = Correct Answer(s)/Interactive Question Type

Scoring = Correct, Incorrect, Partial Credit or Point per Task

Item Max x Item Weight = # of Points x Weight of Question

Item Score = Percentage of Overall Score on the Test

Complexity = DOK Level

Standards = TEKS



Online Tab 

Turn on any of 
these toggles 
to enable the 
various test 

settings.

Preview Online Testing = 

See What the Students 
will see on the testing 

platform

Question 
Randomization 
will mix up the 
order of the 

questions on the 
test for students.

LockDown Browser 
means students cannot 

access the internet 
while testing.



Administration Tab 

On the Students Tab

**To make sure the test appears 
for your students, on the 

dropdown menu, select “Students 
for selected teachers for 

printing.**

Click all teachers who 
will be administering 

the assessment.



Administration Tab 

On the Collection Tab

Select the date range 
for when you will be 
administering the 

assessment.

*All questions only needs to be 
selected if teachers will be using a 
Quick Key and entering students’ 

responses for them (lower 
elementary).*

Once all of the settings 
have been set, on the 
left hand side, use the 
dropdown menu and 

select “Active.”.

Make sure t
he end 

date is within the 

current school year! 



Under the 
Administration 

&
Students/Collection Tab

Once you are ready to 
make a test available for 
students to test, click on 
the “Status” dropdown.

Pending = test is in creation mode and cannot be administered to students

Active = test is completed and can be administered to students

Archived = test has been taken by all students and is no longer active and 
available to students until it is reactivated

Status: Pending, Active, Archived



Assigning Online Tests

When you are ready to 
administer the 

assessment, click the
icon.

 All tests that are 
available to administer 
will appear under the 
“Tests Available” tab.

Click the 
icon to turn on online 

test proctoring.



Assigning Online Tests

 All tests that are 
available to administer 
will appear under the 
“Tests Available” tab.

Next, click on “Online 
Test Proctoring.”

Expand the 
desired 

class(es).

Check the “Select All “box to activate 
the online assessment for all students 
or check/uncheck individual students. 

You can also choose “Start All” or 
“Start Selected,” as well as “Stop All” 

once the assessment is complete.



Monitoring Online Tests

Teachers can also 
monitor the status of 
students as the online 

test progresses.



Testing Over Multiple Days

If a test will be given over 
multiple days, teachers should 
notify students to exit the test 
manually instead of the teacher 
ending the test without warning, 

forcibly closing the test to 
students. This process will allow 
the answers to save properly and 
prevent potential data loss when 

the test is reopened the next 
day. 

Teachers will be unable to view 
the student’s constructed 

response answers if the student 
is currently taking the test 

online. Once the test is 
submitted for scoring, the 
responses will be visible.

https://support.eduphoria.net/hc/en-us/articles/360057432933


    Students have an 
Eduphoria icon that 
appears when they 
are logged into a 

Chromebook. 

       Students will put in their Student 
ID # and their password:

Student ID = Student ID# (Lunch #)

Password = Student ID# (Lunch #)

Example: 
123456
123456

Students Logging on to Online Tests

     Under My Available 
Tests, students will select 
the appropriate test to 
take. If no tests are 
listed, the following 

message will display: “No 
tests currently available. 

Please ask your 
instructor to start your 

test.”



    Once a student has 
selected a test, they 
can then begin the 
assessment process 
for the selected test.

Students Taking Online Tests

 When students are 
done with a test, they 

click “Review and 
Submit.”

Students will get a 
warning about any 

unanswered questions 
before clicking a final 

submit button. 

Students click “Submit 
to Score” when they 

are done reviewing the 
assessment.



Teacher Options for Creating Assessments

In addition to the information on the previous slides 
for creating a new blank assessment, Eduphoria 
also provides detailed steps on all of the options for 
creating various kinds of assessments in the 
platform. 

Click on this link for Eduphoria’s help desk files for 
creating new assessments.

https://support.eduphoria.net/hc/en-us/articles/360035146474-Options-for-Creating-Assessments#h_01EG987E59M3NA8BWQXDPVMMYZ


Under the 
Administration 

&
Students/Collection Tab

If the test key was 
changed, you can rescore 
the answer documents by 

clicking this button.

Rescore, Delete Answer Sheet, Clear Answer Sheet 

If specific students’ 
answer sheets need to be 
deleted, you can click here 
and select answer sheets 

to delete. 

If a test has to be changed 
(questions added/removed), you 

can click here and clear all 
scores associated with a test. 



Quick Views Looking at Student Test Data

First, click on the 
icon on the left side of the 

screen.

Second, click on the test 
whose data you want to see. 



Quick Views Looking at Student Test Data

On the right side 
of the screen, this 
bar will appear.

Click on 
“Apply” to see 
the test data. 

The data will default 
to over-all data for 

sub-pops.



Quick Views Looking at Student Test Data

Data View Icons

You can click on any of 
the data view icons to 
change the  data that 
appears on your screen. 

     Allows you to save a data 
view in Eduphoria

                    Allows you to 
export to either a pdf or Excel 
spreadsheet

             Allows you to change 
what information appears in 
the columns. This link gives 
detailed editing information.         

Click on this link to go  
Eduphoria’s help desk 

on Data Views. 

https://support.eduphoria.net/hc/en-us/articles/360048496213-Editing-Data-Views-as-a-Teacher
https://support.eduphoria.net/hc/en-us/articles/11413128100247-Accessing-Data-Analysis-in-Quick-Views-and-Data-Views-Bank


Pending New Cut Points


